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Abstract – Recently, it has become apparent that GIT fermentation is not only of interest for ruminant
animals, but also for monogastrics. While it is now widely accepted that the fermentation process
and its resultant end-products can have important influences on animal health, little is known about
the microbiological and immunological processes involved. In terms of animal health, most interest
at the moment is focussed on those moments in animals’ lives when they are faced with sudden
changes resulting in stress. The period of weaning in piglets is a typical example of this. The most
easily accomplished and appropriate way to influence GIT fermentation processes is that of dietary
intervention. This is reflected by the widespread interest in so-called pre- and pro-biotics. Given the
complexities of the interactions occurring in the animal itself, it is hardly surprising that in vitro techniques are being widely used: firstly to examine potential substrates for their fermentability and possible inclusion in diets, and secondly, to assess changes in the microbial populations in response to
these substrates. This paper will review the techniques currently in use for these two aspects of
monogastric fermentation, and provide examples of their use.
gastro-intestinal tract / fermentation / in vitro / microbial activity / prebiotic
Résumé – Évaluation in vitro des fermentations dans le tube digestif : substrats fermentescibles
et activité microbienne. Il est apparu récemment que les fermentations dans le tube digestif
présentent un intérêt non seulement pour les ruminants mais aussi pour les monogastriques. Alors
qu’il est maintenant bien accepté que les processus fermentaires et les produits terminaux résultants
peuvent avoir des effets sur la santé animale, peu de choses sont connues concernant les processus
microbiologiques et immunitaires impliqués. En termes de santé animale, le principal intérêt du
moment est focalisé sur ces périodes de la vie animale pendant lesquelles les animaux sont confrontés
à des changements soudains conduisant à une situation de stress. Le sevrage chez le porcelet est un
exemple typique de ces périodes critiques d’élevage. La manière la plus simple et la plus appropriée
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d’influencer les processus fermentaires digestifs est la voie alimentaire. Ceci est reflété par l’intérêt
très large que représentent les prébiotiques et les probiotiques. Étant donné la complexité des
interactions intervenant dans l’animal lui-même, il n’est pas surprenant que des techniques in vitro
aient été largement utilisées : premièrement pour examiner les substrats potentiels pour leur
fermentescibilité et leur introduction possible dans les régimes et, deuxièmement, pour évaluer les
changements dans les populations microbiennes en réponse à ces substrats. Ce papier passe en revue
les techniques actuellement utilisées pour ces deux aspects des fermentations chez le monogastrique,
et apporte des exemples de leur utilisation.
tube digestif / fermentation / in vitro / activité microbienne / prébiotique

1. INTRODUCTION
Fermentation occurring in the monogastric
gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is increasingly
being recognised as having an important
influence on health both of the GIT itself,
and also of the host animal. From the point
of view of GIT health, it is recognised that
fermentation is important for gut motility,
the improvement of energy yield, the production of vitamins, and the stimulation of
gut immunity [6]. The production of short
chain fatty acids (SCFA) is specifically
thought to make an important contribution
to the energy metabolism of monogastrics [6].
The SCFA are also involved in prevention of
diarrhoea (water and Na+ absorption) [37],
pH control within the GIT, and defence
against pathogens (colonisation resistance).
For example, it has been shown that SCFA
inhibit the growth of salmonella [43].
However, the fermentation process is
extremely complex, and not all fermentation processes are positive. On the contrary,
some processes can have a negative effect
on health. The type of fermentation that
takes place is determined by many factors
including the host, its microflora, and the
interactions which take place between
them. Furthermore, the diet of the animal
can also affect the major fermentation patterns, such as whether the fermentation is
predominantly of carbohydrates or protein.
With the forthcoming ban on the addition
of antibiotics as growth promoters in piglet
feeds, there is great interest in the GIT
microbial community and its activities, and
more specifically, in how the diet can be
modified to steer the fermentation towards

appropriate end-products. To this end, a
large number of potential feedstuffs need to
be tested. Moreover, it is largely unknown
how GIT microbial populations react and
interact in response to certain inputs (i.e.
feed ingredients).
No in vitro technique could ever surpass
or even equal the results that can be obtained
from a living animal, most particularly in
terms of assessing its health and well-being.
However, almost as a side-issue of the
search for antibiotic replacements, there is
a sudden and urgent need for techniques
which can:
• test large numbers of ingredients of
potential interest for addition to diets,
and
• indicate the changes in GIT microbial
activity which could result from the
addition of those ingredients.
The purpose of this paper is to indicate
the in vitro techniques currently available
for these two purposes, and where possible,
indicate the extent to which their results
have been reflected in in vivo results.
2. THE GIT MICROBIAL
COMMUNITY
The digestive tract is colonised soon
after birth by a variety of microorganisms.
The development of a normal microbial
community in young animals is affected by
the use of excessive hygiene, antibiotic
therapy, and perhaps most important of all,
stress. However, the bacteria of the GIT are
also affected by the nutrition of the host, and
its environment. Problems, or delays in the
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development of a normal microflora, can
have dramatic effects on the development
of the immune system, particularly in the
event of an imbalance between pathogens
and non-pathogens.
In a healthy adult animal, the GIT microbial community is an extremely complex
system, comprising more than 400 species
of bacteria (>1011 cells per g digesta contents). Not surprisingly, there is a very complex series of interactions and competition
going on between these bacteria, which are
still poorly understood [6].
2.1. Carbohydrate fermentation
In human nutrition, prebiotics (mainly
fermentable carbohydrates), must, by definition [11], be undegradable by mammalian
enzymes, and are therefore potentially
available for fermentation by micro-organisms living in the GIT (in humans, mainly
the colon). The amount and composition of
substances reaching the large intestine can
be readily modified by diet and in terms of
bacterial substrates, it is probably this carbohydrate fraction (oligosaccharides, nonstarch polysaccharides (NSP), and starches),
which is the most important [25]. Some of
these fractions may be soluble (e.g. oligosaccharides). It is thought that these fermentable carbohydrates affect fermentation
by stimulating the growth or metabolism of
specific bacterial species, which are potentially beneficial for health. Such fermentation leads to the production of mainly
straight-chain SCFA (e.g. lactic, acetic,
propionic, and butyric acids), and the use of
ammonia and other nitrogenous compounds, which are taken up by the cells and
used for bacterial growth. It is known that
the straight-chain fatty acids can be beneficial for health. For example, it is well known
that the presence of the SCFA will lead to
a drop in pH that can have a negative effect
on some potentially pathogenic bacteria. In
terms of host metabolism, it has been shown
that acetate is metabolised in the brain [20]
and muscle [22], while butyrate is an essential energy source for colonocytes [36].
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Some specific carbohydrate compounds
can have more specific effects on specific
microbial species. For example, substances
such as mannose [32], and galactan [26]
have been found to block the adherence of
pathogenic E. coli strains, though the exact
mechanism for this action is still poorly
understood.
2.2. Protein fermentation
In humans, the proximal colon contains
food residues and other substrates from the
small intestine, and is usually rich in both
carbohydrates and proteins. Fermentation
is thought to be the most active here, due to
the findings that there is generally a higher
SCFA concentration and more acidic pH.
However, as the digesta move more distally, the fermentable carbohydrate fraction
is reduced, and hence proteolytic microorganisms become more active, while saccharolytic populations are reduced [23].
Protein is always available along the whole
tract in the form of non-degradable and
endogenous sources. The end-products of
protein fermentation are the following:
branched-chain SCFA, NH3, and compounds
such as phenols, indoles and amines. These
latter products have all been shown to have
potentially negative effects on host health
[4]. The detection of branched-chain fatty
acids, which are formed by the metabolism
of branched-chain amino acids such as
valine, leucine, and iso-leucine [23] can act
as a useful marker to detect the proportion of
protein fermentation occurring both in vivo
and in vitro.
3. IN VITRO TECHNIQUES
TO EVALUATE FEED INGREDIENTS FOR THEIR POTENTIAL
FERMENTABILITY
When considering certain feed ingredients for inclusion in diets, it is important to
know not only that it is not degradable by
mammalian enzymes, but also that it is,
indeed, fermentable. Solubility, as such, is
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not an indicator of fermentability. It is sometimes falsely assumed that the solubility of
a particular carbohydrate is directly linked
to being fermentable. It is therefore advisable to screen potential feed ingredients for
their fermentability before being added to
animal diets to improve GIT health. In fact,
ideally, information should be available
concerning the extent and pathway of fermentation for a specific ingredient, i.e. the
end-products which are formed, and the rate
at which it is fermented. The availability of
in vitro approaches for the assessment of
these parameters would then allow for the
examination of a range of different materials, before making a choice for inclusion in
an in vivo study. In some cases, a pre-treatment with in vitro digestive enzymes can
also be included [1].
In vitro techniques to estimate fermentability vary widely in their complexity, and
in how many of the above three parameters
can be assessed.
3.1. Batch cultures
The simplest in vitro fermenters are
static batch cultures, whereby the test ingredient (substrate) is incubated within an
appropriate medium containing an inoculum of either digesta or faeces. The fermentation is allowed to continue for (usually)
24–72 hours, and sampling takes place for
various end-products. These techniques
usually have the advantage that one can
screen a range of products in a comparatively short time, and that only small
amounts of substrate are required.
3.1.1. Glass fermenters
Macfarlane et al. [23] attempted to quantify protein fermentation using an in vitro
batch system culture in which they measured the production of branched-chain fatty
acids over a 72 hour period. They used four
1 L glass fermenters containing 250 mL
medium, which were inoculated with washed
bacteria from three human individuals. All

procedures were conducted anaerobically.
They were sampled for branched-chain
fatty acid production, and then they compared these values with those taken from
sudden death victims to compare in vitro
and in vivo results. In terms of predicting
the amount of branched-chain acids that one
would expect from an estimate of the protein entering the large intestine, the in vitro
technique gave a good prediction of what
was found in vivo.
3.1.2. Cumulative gas production
technique
The measurement of gas is essentially
the measurement of a fermentation endproduct. Whether carried out manually
[42], or with one of the new automated systems (e.g. [5]), the principle is the same. The
measurement of accumulating gas in vitro
is related to the kinetics of the fermentation
process, and in so doing, allows for the calculation of fermentation rates. An example
is shown in Figure 1, comparing the cumulative gas production of fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS) and sugarbeet pulp (SBP).
To some extent, depending of course
upon the GIT transit times found in the host,
these rates may give an indication of where
the ingredient may actually be fermented in
the GIT. This is one area in which there are
important differences between pigs and
humans. There seems to be very little fermentation occurring in the human small
intestine, while in the pig, particularly for
rapidly fermentable carbohydrates, there
can be quite an extensive fermentation
occurring. Short-chain fatty acid production and organic matter degradability
(OMD) are usually measured at the end of
the fermentation process as well. The resultant gas profiles generated in vitro are then
fitted to certain equations, which have been
developed for the purpose.
The cumulative gas production technique is being used in our laboratory to test
large numbers of different carbohydrates,
with particular attention being paid to the
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Figure 1. In vitro cumulative gas production profiles of fructooligosaccharide (FOS) and sugarbeet
pulp (SBP), using porcine faeces as the inoculum.

kinetics of the fermentation process [2]. By
investigating the rates at which fermentation takes place, it is possible to gauge
where fermentation might occur in the GIT
based on known rates of passage in vivo,
and so to formulate diets that will stimulate
fermentation along the entire tract [48]. For
example, a standard substrate (such as ileal
chyme) was chosen, and small quantities of
potential (pure) feed additives were added to
look at the resulting shifts in end-products at
the end of in vitro fermentation. The results
were then used to predict what might happen
in terms of fermentation in the GIT (Bauer
et al., submitted) if those products were
added to the animal diet.
One important disadvantage of methods
using batch cultures is, however, that they
are closed systems, where the amount of
substrate must be limited to avoid negative
feedback mechanisms coming into play.
3.2. Semi-continuous culture
Semi-continuous cultures are those for
which medium is added and spent culture is
removed at known intervals. Miller and
Wolin [29] maintained a semi-continuous
culture of a mixed population from the
human large intestine for a period of 81 days.
By feeding the culture different feed ingre-

dients (including lettuce, celery and carrots), they found that the counts for different
species changed, according to the ingredients given.
3.3. Continuous culture
According to Gibson and Fuller [10],
continuous culture systems can be used to
simulate intestinal conditions more closely
than for batch cultures. Dilution rates and
other parameters can be varied, so that optimum conditions can be maintained.
Macfarlane et al. [24] developed a model
comprising three vessels aligned in a series.
The first vessel contained a nutrient-rich
medium, with fast transit, and acidic conditions. The second vessel was operated at
intermediate conditions, and the third vessel had low levels of substrate, slower transit and neutral conditions. The theory is that
the first resembles the proximal colon, the
second the transverse colon, and the third
the distal colon of humans. The purpose of
this technique was to test certain substrates
for their fermentability as they moved
between the vessels, by examining both
selected bacterial species and their endproducts at certain time points.
Minekus [30] described an in vitro system
to simulate the stomach and small intestine
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of the gastro-intestinal tract that incorporates
such parameters as peristaltic movements,
transit time, pH and secretion as well as the
addition of digestive enzymes at appropriate points. This model therefore, tested only
those aspects of digestibility related to mammalian enzymes. A later model intended to
simulate the large intestine [31], incorporated the fermentation aspects of the digestive
process by inclusion of a faecal inoculum.

4. TECHNIQUES TO EXAMINE THE
GIT MICROBIAL COMMUNITY
4.1. Microbial counts vs. molecular
techniques
Various in vitro and in vivo methods
have been used to evaluate feed ingredients
for their potential fermentability. One common in vivo approach is to add the test ingredient to the animal diet and then use agar
plates thought to be selective for specific
bacterial species, in order to examine
changes in those species in the digesta and
faeces of the animal [17]. However, while
it has been shown that the metabolic activity
of the conventional microflora can be sensitive to changes in the diet [39], the species
composition (according to viable counts)
appears to be less affected by changes in the
diet, at least with respect to the populations
of the major genera.
One of the major disadvantages of traditional counts is that it is impossible to count
more than eight to ten of the hundreds of
species present at any one time [44]. In most
cases, further identification below the
genus level is only rarely carried out. It has
been concluded [9] that while the strict
anaerobes are absolutely necessary for the
proper functioning of the large intestinal
microflora, it is unlikely that only one or a
few of these anaerobes are of predominant
importance. Rather, each strain has to fill its
own distinct ecological niche. It has even
been suggested that a few key microorganisms, present in comparatively small num-

bers, may have key roles to fulfil in the
function of the total microflora [33]. An
example of why microbial counts are not
necessarily appropriate for the investigation of microflora activity as such, was
reported in a study by Florent et al. [8]. They
measured the effects of an oral load of nonabsorbable sugars, and failed to show any
significant modification of the bacterial
populations examined, which is in agreement with the findings of Finegold and Sutter
[7], and Hentges [15]. However, they also
pointed out that studies of bacterial enzymes,
on the contrary, had revealed marked
changes [16, 41], though the reasons for this
were unclear.
There are other explanations for the discrepancies. Considerable differences between
counts may occur because any single
medium will not support the growth of all
bacteria normally present in the gut. This is
a major problem for the assessment of viable
bacterial numbers in any natural environment. Colony counts of anaerobic rumen
bacteria are influenced markedly by the
methods and media used [14, 18]. Another
source of error is the attachment of bacteria
to solid particles. This is a particular problem
in the GIT, where cellulolytic and other bacteria can be firmly attached to plant fragments. Further errors may arise because of
clumping of bacteria. Bacteria in freshly
voided swine faeces, for example, may occur
as discrete pure colonies rather than as single
cells [34]. For these reasons, and particularly
in the case of examinations of gut health,
there is now increasing interest in methods
which indicate microbial activity of a whole
community.
Techniques from the field of molecular
biology (such as comparative sequencing and
molecular probes) are increasingly being
used to explore the GIT microflora [44, 49].
These techniques have the advantage that by
employing universal and group-specific 16S
ribosomal RNA / DNA targeted probes and
primers, one has a very powerful tool to gain
a more complete picture of most, if not all the
species present in the microbial community,
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including those which are either difficult or
impossible to culture. Such techniques are
leading to a complete reassessment of the
structure of the GIT microflora, not only in
relation to the host animal species, but also
in terms of age, diet [21], health, and the
genome of the host [49]. However, it is also
recognised that apart from the descriptive
role of these techniques, it is also important
to relate them to the dynamics of GIT processes [40]. Even though such techniques
cannot always identify the species of all
organisms present, one can readily detect
shifts in the community, in response to particular changes in their environment.
4.2. Measurements of whole microbial
population activity
Instead of counting microorganisms, the
activity of a whole mixed microbial population can also be determined by measuring
microbial activity [3]. A measure of microbial activity may be obtained from production
rates of microbial protein or fermentation
end-products, or from turnover rates of various chemical pools that involve the microbes.
When studying the metabolism of the whole
gut microflora, information on the metabolic
reactions performed by the individual species
is often of little use. The colonic microflora
of mammals is a highly complex ecosystem
comprising more than 400 different microbial species. Details of the metabolism of
these species in terms of available nutrients
are not known. Even if they were, it would
be difficult to predict whether a reaction that
occurs with a pure culture in vitro would also
occur when the organism is interacting with
other species in vivo [38].
Growth of anaerobic bacteria under
favourable conditions is directly related to
the amount of ATP derived from fermentation. Hence, cell yields are a function of both
the amount of substrate fermented, and of the
fermentation end-products produced [3].
Measures of both substrate utilisation and
end-product production can therefore be
used to indicate the growth of cells and cell
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mass. The end-products most commonly
measured include SCFA and gas. Consequently, a better approach to understanding
the role of the gut microflora in nutrition and
toxic events is to treat the microflora as a single entity [38] ignoring its multi-organism
composition. This approach has been used
with some success by a number of researchers using a variety of functional assays on
faeces or gut contents ([13, 28]; Williams
et al., in preparation).
For example, Robinson et al. [35] incubated contents from different areas of the pig
GIT and measured the production of gas and
SCFA to determine whether methanogenic
activity was similar to that in humans. They
discovered that it was not, but also that the
measurements of SCFA were consistent
with previously reported findings in vivo.
They also found that the measurements for
gas production, while underestimating the
gas produced for the whole animal, were useful for comparative purposes. This was also
found by Jensen and Jørgensen [19], in a
similar study investigating the effect of dietary fibre in pig diets.
By using human faeces as an inoculum
[27], it was shown that six different sources
of starch, while having the same total SCFA
production, differed in their rates of gas production. They thus showed that the measurements of gas production more likely
reflected the fermentation rate in vivo. They
therefore concluded that an in vitro assessment of the fermentative characteristics of
raw starches was a useful means of evaluating the potential effects of starches on
colonic function.
4.2.1. Cumulative gas production
technique
The method of Theodorou et al. [42]
which measures the kinetics of fermentation
can also be used to assess the activity of
microbial populations [47]. This method
involves measurement of accumulating gas
during fermentation, so that one obtains a
picture of the kinetics of microbial activity
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Figure 2. In vitro cumulative gas production profiles of sugarbeet pulp (10% SBP), using faeces
from newly weaned piglets after 10 days with (10% SBP) and without SBP (% SBP) in their diets.

of the community acting as a whole. At the
end of the fermentation period, samples are
taken for the measurement of SCFA and
ammonia, and substrate utilisation. The
technique is carried out under strictly anaerobic conditions, and is being used to examine
the activity of the microflora from many different sources including different sections of
the GIT of pigs [45], and the caecae of poultry [46]. By using different starting substrates, it becomes possible to look at shifts
in microbial populations that are associated
with the fermentation of a particular feedstuff, e.g. resistant starch, protein, or fibre
[47]. For example, cumulative gas production profiles of SBP as the in vitro substrate
that uses inoculum from piglets with and
without that ingredient in their diets, are
shown in Figure 2. The profiles show quite
convincingly that pre-exposure to SBP led to
a shift in the microbial activity, so that the
SBP-exposed bacteria were able to ferment
the in vitro material faster, but that there was
little difference in the final end-products
(SCFA data not shown).
Recently, this measurement of cumulative gas production was used in combination with molecular techniques such as 16S
rDNA-targeted denaturing gradient gel

electrophoresis (DGGE) fingerprinting, and
cloning and sequencing of 16S rDNA, to
estimate the potential prebiotic effect of
certain non-digestible, fermentable feed
ingredients, such as SBP. The aim was to
use sequence analysis of bacterial 16Sr
DNA to describe the effect of a diet containing non-digestible carbohydrates – fructooligosaccharide (FOS) and SBP – on the
composition of the predominant faecal
microbiota of weaner piglets. This was done
in combination with an animal experiment
and should allow one to determine whether
the bacterial species selected for in vitro by
the FOS and SBP, were also found in vivo
(Konstantinov et al., submitted; Awati et al.,
submitted).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The GIT is a very complex system,
involving interactions between the host and
its microorganisms, and also between the
different microbial species themselves.
Therefore, it seems unrealistic to develop an
in vitro system that will exactly mimic the
physiological situation. However, if the
shortcomings of each method are taken into
account, in vitro techniques can have an
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important role to play, both in the assessment of potential feed ingredients before
they are added to animal diets, and also in
examining changes which have occurred in
microbial populations as a result of some
kind of treatment (e.g. diet). In this short
review, a summary has been made of some
of the techniques currently in use for these
two purposes.
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